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We shall consider formulas of quantified modal logic. G.Mints described in [1] a re-
duction of an arbitrary formulaF of quantified modal logic to a finite set of such formulas
G1, ..., Gm that� F is derivable inS4 if and only ifG1, ..., Gm � is derivable in S4. Mo-
reover, the formulaGi i = 1, 2, ..., m has one of the following forms:

�∀∗(L1 ∨ L2), �∀∗(L1 ∨ L2 ∨ L3), �∀∗∃(L1 ∨ L2), �∀∗(L1 ∨ �L2),

�∀∗(L1 ∨ ♦L2), L,

whereL1, L2, ... are the literals of classical logic and∀∗ is a complex of universal qan-
tifiers. In addition, the formulas can contain the constants. We assume for simplicity that
the variables bounded by universal quantifiers are denoted byx, x1, x2, ... and the variab-
les bounded by existential quantifiers are denoted byy, z, y1, z1, ...

We will consider below the formulas of the more general form. We examine the
sequentsF1, ..., Fn �, in which Fi i = 1, ..., n are the formulas having the following
form

∀∗�i∀∗∃∗(A1 ∨ ... ∨As ∨ �B1 ∨ ... ∨ �Bu ∨ ♦C1 ∨ ... ∨ ♦Cv), (1)

whereA1, B1, C1, A2, B2, C2, ... are literals of classical logic.i = 0, 1. �1F = �F.

�0 = F . In addition, the formulas (1) can contain the constants.

DEFINITION 1. The formulas of the formL,�L,♦L, whereL is a literal of classical
logic, will be called modal literals.

We can define the sequents under consideration and in the other way. There are the
sequents whose antecedents contain only one closed formula of the following form:

∃∗(∀∗�∀∗∃y1...∃yp(∧s
i=1Di) ∧ ∀∗∃z1...∃zq(∧j

i=1Ki)), (2)

whereDi, Ki are the clauses of modal literals. Each individual variableyi, zi occurs only
in one clause.

M. Fitting in [2] described the skolemization for the modal logicK. M.Cialdea in [3]
presented another method of skolemization for the modal systemsD, T, S4. The Herbrand
properties are proved in [2], [3] for correponding modal logics. We will use below only
the skolemization described in [3].
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We shall present the Herbrand expansions for the formulas of the form (2). In this case
we can obtain a simple method of presentation of Herbrand expansion. The quantifier-free
formulasDi, Ki in (2) have the following form

A1 ∨ ... ∨As ∨ �B1 ∨ ... ∨ �Bu ∨ ♦C1 ∨ ... ∨ ♦Cv (3)

We shall use the notations as in [3]. We denote a set containing only one formula (2)
by S.

DEFINITION 2. The expression (term, formula) will be called ground if it does not con-
tain individual variables.

Theorem 1. The set of Herbrand expansion of a formula (2)of the quantified modal logic
S4 consists of ground formulas of the form Fσ, where F is a formula of the form (3) and
σ is a substitution of the ground terms.

Proof. Since the modal degreeµ(S) of a formula (2) is equal to number 2, a formula
Sµ(S) has the form

∃k(∀l1�2∀r∃p(∧s
i=1D

′
i) ∧ ∀l2∃b(∧j

i=1K
′
i))),

whereD′, K′ are obtained fromDi, Ki replacing inDi, Ki all occurrences of� by �2.
The formulasS+ has the form

∃k(∀l1(�2∀r∃p(∧s
i=1D

′′
i ) ∧ �∀r∃p(∧s

i=1D
′′
i ) ∧ ∀r∃p(∧s

i=1D
′′
i )) ∧ ∀l2∃q(∧j

i=1K
′′
i )).

The clausesD′′
i , K

′′
i are of the form

A1∨ ...∨As∨(�2B1 ∧�B1 ∧B1)∨...∨(�2Bu∧�Bu∧Bu)∨♦C1∨ ...∨♦Cv.(4)

We bring all quantifiers in front of formula.

∃k∀x1...∀xl+r∃h((�2∀x′
l+r+1...∀x′

l+2r∃p(∧s
i=1D

1
i )

∧(�∀x′′
l+r+1 ...∀x′′

l+2r∃p(∧s
i=1D

2
i ) ∧ (∧s

i=1D
3
i ) ∧ (∧j

i=1K
1
i )).

l = max{l1, l2}, h = p+ q. The clausesD1
i , D

2
i , D

3
i can differ fromD′′

i only on that
the some individual variables are renamed. We obtainK1

i in a similar manner.
Therefore we may successively eliminate all occurrences of the existential quantifiers.

For this reason we delete∃k and we replace the occurrences of corresponding individual
variables by new constantsa0

1, a
0
2, ..., a

0
k. The modal degrees of the constants are equal to

0. We delete∃k and we change the occurrences of corresponding individual variables by
the newl + r-place functional symbolsf0

1 (x1, ..., xl+r), ..., f
0
h(x1, ..., xl+r). the modal

degree of functional symbols is 0. The degree will be denoted by a superscript of the func-
tional symbol. A termf0

i occurs only in one subformula of type (4). Let us the variables
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xj1 , ..., xjn form a complete list of individual variables occurring in this subformula. We
introduce a new functional symbolg0

i (xj1 , ..., xjn)(i = 1, ..., h).
We delete similarly two occurrences of∃p and we change the occurrences of corres-

ponding individual variables by the newl+2r-place functional symbols of modal degree
2 and of modal degree 1:

f2
1 (x1, ..., xl+r, x

′
l+r+1, ..., x

′
l+2r), ..., f

2
p (x1, ..., xl+r, x

′
l+r+1, ..., x

′
l+2r),

f1
1 (x1, ..., xl+r, x

′′
l+r+1, ..., x

′′
l+2r), ..., f

1
p (x1, ..., xl+r, x

′′
l+r+1, ..., x

′′
l+2r).

We introduce similarly and the new functional symbolsg1
i (xj1 , ..., xjn), g

2
i (xj1 , ..., xjn).

We replace all occurrences of variablesxi, respectively,x′
i andx′′

i by the variablesx0
i ,

respectively,x2
i andx1

i . We delete the complexes of quantifier beginning with∀. The
obtained formula is denoted by

F (x0
1, ..., x

0
l+r, x

1
l+r+1, ..., x

1
l+2r, x

2
l+r+1, ..., x

2
l+2r).

Using the obtained terms we introduce a set of ground terms. We denote byHi
j (i =

0, 1, 2; j � 0) a set of ground terms in which the modal degree of terms does not exceed
i and the height of terms does not exceedj. In addition, we assume that a setHi

0 contains
a new constanta of modal degree 0 not occurring in a initial formula, that is, the constant
a differs froma0

1, ..., a
0
k. A set∪∞

j=0H
i
j will be denoted byHi.

Let us fix a natural numberj. The propositional Herbrandj-th expansion of a
formula F (x0

1, ..., x
2
l+2r) is a conjunction of formulas of propositional modal logic

M = ∧t1,...,t′′l+2r
F (t1, ..., t

′′
l+2r), where t1, ..., tl+r ∈ H0

j , t′l+r+1, ..., t
′
l+2r ∈ H1

j ,

t′′l+r+1 , ..., t
′′
l+2r ∈ H2

j .
According to Theorem 3 of [3], a formula (2) of quantifier modal logic isS4-

contradictory if and only if for somej a propositional formulaM is S4-contradictory.
This means that a sequentM � is derivable inS4. We replace a formulaM by a sequence
of propositional formulas. For this reason we change:

1) the formulas of type (4) by∧(0�j1,...,ju�2)(A1 ∨ ...∨As∨�j1B1 ∨ ...∨�juBu ∨
♦C1 ∨ ...∨ ♦Cv),

2) the formulas of type��F by �F ,
3) the formulas of type�(A ∧B) by �A and�B,
4) all conjunctions by the comma,
5) the termsf i

j by gij.

The obtained formula is derivable inS4 if and only ifM � is derivable inS4.
Herbrand expansion can be defined using only an initial formula. First of all, to every

constant occurring in (1) assign a modal degree 0. We assume that there not two bound
variables with the same name in a set of formulas under consideration. We eliminate in
(1) all occurrences of existential quantifier. After the elimination we obtain three formulas
(if i = 1) or one formula (ifi = 0).

Let ∃∗ be∃y1...∃yk. We delete∃∗ and we replace in the matrix all occurrences ofyj
(j = 1, ..., k)by fr

yj
(x1, ..., xn), wherex1, .., xn is a complete list of universal individual
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variables occurring in a considered formula. Ifi = 1 in (1), then we construct three
formulas withr = 0, r = 1 andr = 2. In addition, in the caser = 0 we delete the
occurences of modal operator�i. If i = 0, thenr = 0 also. The obtained set of formulas
will be calleda set of initial formulas.

We can obtain all propositional formulas fromj-th expansion using only two substitu-
tion rules. We apply the rules of substitution only to formulas of a set of initial formulas.

Substitution rules:

(S1)
∀x1...∀xm�∀xm+1...∀xnF (x1, ..., xm, xm+1, .., xn)

�F (t1, ..., tm, tm+1, .tn)

a) if F contains a functional symbol of modal degreei = 1, 2, then t1, .., tm ∈
H0

j ; tm+1, ..., tn ∈ Hi
j,

b) if F does not contain the functional symbols, thent1, ..., tm ∈ H0
j ; tm+1, ..., tn ∈

H2
j .

(S2)
∀x1...∀xnF (x1, ..., xn)

F (t1, ..., tn)

t1, ..., tn ∈ H0
j .

Remark. A formulaF in the rules (S1), (S2) is a quantifier-free formula.
Theorem is proved.
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Herbrand skleidinys vienai modalumo logikos S4 formuli ↪u klasei

S. Norgėla

Darbe aprašyta viena kvantorin˙es modalumo logikosS4 formuli ↪u klasė, kurios Herbrand sklei-
din ↪i galima gauti iš atitinkam↪u skulemizuot↪u formuli ↪u naudojant tik keitinius.


